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The nature of  witches
by Rachel Griffin

I t  ends in  f i re
by Andrew Shvarts

Witches, who for centuries have maintained the
climate, are losing their power as the

atmosphere becomes more erratic, and all
hope for a better future lies with Clara

Densmore, an Everwitch whose rare magic is
tied to every season.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC GRIF

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SHVA

Undercover at the most prestigious school of
magic, where she must lie, cheat and kill to

survive, Alka is on a mission of vengeance and
determined to burn Wizard society to the

ground.

Realm Breaker
by Victoria Aveyard

Blood l ike  magic
by Liselle Sambury

A strange darkness grows in Allward.
Even Corayne an-Amarat can feel it, tucked

away in her small town at the edge of the sea.
She soon discovers the truth: She is the last of
an ancient lineage—and the last hope to save

the world from destruction.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC AVEY

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SAMB

After failing to come into her powers, 16-year-
old Voya--a Black witch living in near-future

Toronto--is forced to choose between losing
her family's magic forever, a heritage steeped in

centuries of blood and survival, or murdering
her first love, a boy who is supposedly her

genetic match.

Daughter  o f  Sparta
by Claire M. Andrews

Sisters  o f  the snake
by Sarena & Sasha

Nanua

To save the gods’ powers, warrior Daphne,
guided by Apollo, must find nine mysterious

items that have been stolen from Mount
Olympus—a perilous journey that will pit her

against the very gods themselves.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC ANDR

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC NANU

A street thief and a princess discover they are
twins separated at birth-and must switch

places to find an all-powerful stone and prevent
a deadly war from taking place.
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These hol low vows
by Lexi Ryan

The wi ld  ones
by Nafiza Azad

To save her sister from the sadistic king of the
Unseelie court, Brie makes a deal to steal three

magical relics from the Seelie court and finds
herself caught between two dangerous faerie

courts and their seductive princes.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC RYAN

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC AZAD

After Paheli escapes a terrible fate, a magical
boy gives her access to the Between, allowing

her to collect other women of color, hurt by
men, and lead them when the boy is in peril.

She who r ides
the storm

by Caitlin Sangster

The last  legacy
by Adrienne Young

Teenaged master thieves Anwei and Knox,
aided by friends, attempt to break into the

tomb of an ancient shapeshifter king who is
believed to have stolen souls from his subjects.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SANGCALL NUMBER: YA FIC YOUN

When a letter from her uncle Henrick
summoning her back to Bastian arrives on Bryn

Roth's 18th birthday, Bryn is eager to prove
herself to the family, even as she learns the
Roths are still entangled in the kind of dirty

business that got her parents killed years ago.

Edie  in  between
by Laura Sibson

Forestborn

by Elayne A. Becker

It's been one year since Edie's mother died. But
her ghost has never left. When her mother's

teenage journal tumbles into her life, her
family's mystical inheritance becomes once and

for all too hard to ignore.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SIBS

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC BECK

Rora, a young, orphaned shapeshifter in a
world that fears magic, must risk everything if

she hopes to save her best friend Finley from a
devastating illness that is sweeping the

kingdom.

Defy the night
by Brigid Kemmerer

Bad witch burning
by Jessica Lewis

The kingdom of Kandala is recovering from a
devastating plague but the cure is rare and

expensive, so a girl hatches a plan to infiltrate
the castle and bring the corrupt system

crashing down.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC KEMMCALL NUMBER: YA FIC LEWI

Desperate to make money, Katrell accidentally
raises someone from the dead, discovering that

a live body is worth a lot more than a dead
apparition, but she soon learns that magic isn’t

free and dark forces are coming to collect.

The witch haven
by Sasha P. Smith

Once upon
a broken heart

by Stephanie Garber

In 1911 New York City, 17-year-old seamstress
France Hallowell discovers that she is a witch

and must choose between justice for her
murdered brother or the safety of her city and

fellow witches.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SMIT

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC GARB

Desperate to stop the love of her life from
marrying another, Evangeline Fox strikes a deal

with the wicked Prince of Hearts—a bargain
that will either end in the greatest happily ever

after, or the most exquisite tragedy.

L i t t le  thieves
by Margaret Owen

Vespert ine
by Margaret Rogerson

Posing as a royal to rob the nobles blind, 17-
year-old Vanja Schmidt is thrilled by her luck

until she crosses the wrong god and is cursed
to turn into the jewels she covets unless she

can pay back her debts—quickly.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC OWEN

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC ROGE

When her convent is attacked by possessed
soldiers, Artemisia wields the extraordinary

power of a revenant and forms a bond with this
malevolent being as she unravels a sinister

mystery of saints, secrets and dark magic.


